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Born in the Canadian Coast Mountain wilderness, Arc’teryx is built on the principle of
obsessive, precise design and production. In-house manufacturing and design centres
allow us to constantly evolve and build products the right way.

DESIGN

CRAFTSMANSHIP

PERFORMANCE

Our timeless design is functional,
minimalist, and human-centric

The highest standards of construction
using the most advanced materials

Technical products that perform at
the point of extreme need

ORIGIN
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
Arc’teryx is situated at the foot of the Coast Mountains in Vancouver, BC.
This is an area renowned for rugged mountains, glacier ice caps and temperate
rain forests, creating the ultimate location for outdoor product design and
testing. Arc’teryx has become the leader in high performance outdoor
equipment, known for ground breaking innovations in climbing, skiing and
alpine technologies.
Beginning with the World’s first 3-D harnesses in 1991, Arc’teryx then developed
the first thermoformed backpacks in 1995 followed by industry changing
apparel designs in 1998. Today, Arc’teryx continues forward with its singleminded approach of designing the lightest, best performing and highest
quality products.
Technological revolutions developed by Arc’teryx have lead the Outdoor
industry. Among the design and technology breakthroughs now considered
industry standards are WaterTight™ zippers, micro seam technology, radically
reduced garment weights, laminated components, Tri-Dex™ gloves and Warp
Strength Technology® harnesses.
The Arc’teryx ethos is to continually challenge what exists and develop the tools
needed to manufacture new ideas. Designers who live to play in the outdoors
drive the core development cycle, along with Vancouver-based manufacturing
facilities and collaborative partnerships with textile companies. After more than
twenty years of innovation, passion and the quest for performance, Arc’teryx
continues to fuel the drive to push the boundaries of what is known. At its heart,
Arc’teryx is not a climbing company, or a skiing company or even an outdoor
company – it’s an innovation company.

ALIGN YOUR BRAND WITH
A RECOGNIZED LEADER
In twenty years of history, innovative Arc’teryx designs,
materials and construction techniques have revolutionized
the standards in the outdoor performance apparel industry.
Align your brand with a recognized leader with customized,
premium apparel and gear for your:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Gifts
Uniforms
Safety & Performance Incentives
Recognition Awards
Large Events & Ceremonies
Film & Television Events

CORPORATE SPECIFIC PRODUCTS
Recognizing the distinct needs of each organization, Arc’teryx
has specifically re-designed select top styles from our outdoor
line to provide corporate clients with options where branding
is paramount. These products have consistent colour sets
available to both men and women, men’s sizing up to size
XXXL, and the Arc’teryx logo has been relocated from the
chest to provide your brand with full access to the front of
the jacket.

THE HIGHEST STANDARD IN BRANDED
APPAREL
What differentiates Arc’teryx? Our premium technical products
require very carefully crafted customization in order to preserve
performance integrity. We have an in-house team who
understand our manufacturing standards and who will work
you to ensure that your product is not compromised in any
way. Preserving the character of your logo is also of paramount
concern. Comprehensive proofing, including placement, occurs
prior to the addition of any embroidery, heat transfer, reflective
hits and Velcro® details.
For detailed placement options, timelines, pricing and other
customization information, please contact the Corporate
Sales team.

CORPORATE SPECIFIC PRODUCTS
ARC’TERYX LOGO RELOCATED FROM CHEST

MEN’S

Borneo Blue

Iron Anvil

Black

ZETA AR JACKET

EPSILON LT JACKET

ATOM LT VEST

The most versatile waterproof / breathable
jacket in the Traverse collection. Supple
GORE® C-KNIT™ backer technology offers
excellent next to skin feel and WaterTight™
pit zippers allow for rapid venting

Powerfully versatile softshell that performs as
a midlayer in moderate cold or on its own for
active pursuits in cool weather. A lightweight
polyester grid fleece is bonded to an abrasion
resistant nylon woven face fabric. This combination
creates a single material that effectively insulates
and moves moisture while delivering breathability,
weather protection and stretch performance

Extremely versatile Coreloft™ insulated
vest with air permeable side panels to
help with thermal regulation during mid
to high output activities. Functions as an
outer layer in cool, dry conditions or as a
midlayer in cool wet conditions

SIZING
S–XXL *Also available: XXXL

SIZING
S–XXL *Also available: XXXL

Iron Anvil

Black

Borneo Blue

Black

SIZING
S–XXL *Also available: XXXL

WOMEN’S

Borneo Blue

Iron Anvil

Black

ZETA AR JACKET

EPSILON LT JACKET

ATOM LT VEST

The most versatile
waterproof / breathable jacket in the
Traverse collection. Supple GORE®
C-KNIT™ backer technology offers
excellent next to skin feel and
WaterTight™ pit zippers allow for
rapid venting

Powerfully versatile softshell that performs as
a midlayer in moderate cold or on its own for
active pursuits in cool weather. A lightweight
polyester grid fleece is bonded to an abrasion
resistant nylon woven face fabric. This combination
creates a single material that effectively insulates
and moves moisture while delivering breathability,
weather protection and stretch performance

Extremely versatile Coreloft™
insulated vest with air permeable side
panels to help with thermal regulation
during mid to high output activities.
Functions as an outer layer in cool, dry
conditions or as a midlayer in cool wet
conditions

SIZING

SIZING

XS–XL

XS–XL

XS–XL

Iron Anvil

Black

Borneo Blue

SIZING

Black

OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
HARDSHELL JACKETS

ALPHA SV JACKET

BETA AR JACKET

The most durable Arc’teryx GORE-TEX®
Pro climbing jacket for severe alpine
conditions is made with our burly
N80p-X face fabric for the ultimate in
alpine protection

The most versatile Arc’teryx
waterproof/ breathable jacket made
from GORE-TEX® Pro. Designed for
use during multiple activities

SIZING
XS–XL |

SIZING
XS–XL |

XS–XXL

XS–XXL

Cardinal

Cardinal

Black

Black

Somerset Blue

Macaw

Oceanus

Nautic Grey

Mirage

Rohdei

Island Blue

Madras

Odysseus

Cherry Chocolate

Cardinal

Black

Violet Wine

Hylidae

Halcyon

Admiral

Ionic Sky
Purple Reign
Fiesta
Black/Black

SOFTSHELLS

BETA LT HYBRID JACKET

BETA SL JACKET

KARDA JACKET

GAMMA LT HOODY

The most packable and supple jacket in the
Arc’teryx Essentials collection; made from
GORE-TEX® fabric with Paclite product
technology reinforced with 3L GORE-TEX®
fabric with tricot technology (Hybrid Mapping)

Super light and packable
waterproof / breathable emergency
shell for hiking and trekking

Sleek casual softshell jacket

Extremely durable Burly™ Double
Weave softshell hoody offers good
stretch with moderate warmth and
wind resistance

SIZING
XS–XL |

*Also available: XXXL
*Only available in Men’s

SIZING
XS–XL |

XS–XXL

S–XXL

SIZING
XS–XL |

XS–XXL

XS–XXL
Admiral

Euphoria

Genepi Green

Marigold

Wulfenite

Cerulean

Genepi Green

Halcyon

Macaw

Marianas

Legion Blue

Andromedae

Adriatic Blue

Firefly

Bourbon

Pereskia

Genepi Green

Azulene

Basalt

Black

Phoenix

Blue Dragonfly

Pangea

Black

Black

Black

Vintage Ivory

Sumac

Mystic

Macaw

Black/Black

Black

Rad

Heron

Halcyon

Madras

Ionic Sky

Nocturne

Purple Reign

Cypress

Fiesta

Rigel

Black/Black

Black

Cypress

DOWN FILL INSULATED JACKETS

CERIUM LT HOODY

CERIUM LT VEST

Streamlined, lightweight, sewn through
down hoody filled with 850 white goose
down. This backcountry specialist is
intended as a midlayer in cool, dry conditions

Streamlined, lightweight, sewn through
vest filled with 850 white goose down.
This backcountry specialist vest is intended
as a midlayer in cool, dry conditions

SIZING

SIZING

XS–XL |

S–XXL

XS–XL |

S–XXL

Fiesta

Black

Euphoria

Bourbon

Somerset Blue

Nautic Grey

Marianas

Nautic Grey

Marianas

Madras

Black

Black

Cherry Chocolate

Bourbon

Black

Hylidae

Violet Wine

Cardinal

Castaway

Adriatic Blue

Boxcar

Admiral
Rigel

SYNTHETIC FILL INSULATED JACKETS

ATOM LT HOODY

ATOM LT JACKET

ATOM AR JACKET

FISSION SV JACKET

Extremely versatile Coreloft™ insulated
hoody has air permeable side panels to help
with thermal regulation during mid to high
output activities. Functions as an outer layer
in cool, dry conditions or as a midlayer in cool
wet conditions

Insulated, mid-layer jacket with wind
and moisture resistant outer face fabric;
Ideal as a layering piece for cold weather
activities.

This versatile Coreloft™ insulated jacket
functions as an outer layer in cold, dry
conditions or as a midlayer in cold, wet
conditions. Insulation is body mapped for
improved thermal performance

The warmest fully waterproof jacket
in the Arc’teryx Essentials collection,
featuring waterproof / breathable
GORE-TEX® and Coreloft™ insulation

SIZING
XS–XL |

SIZING
XS–XL |

SIZING

XS–XXL

SIZING
XS–XL |

S–XXL

XS–XXL
XS–XXL

*Only available in Men’s

Mirage

Macaw

Black

Oceanus

Vermillion

Rohdei

Lt Chandra

Rohdei

Black

Adriatic Blue

Sangria

Black

Black

Oceanus

Nautic Grey

Island Blue

Madras

Basalt

Cherry Chocolate

Cardinal

Chartreuse

Saffron

Violet Wine

Hylidae

Brushed Nickel

Odysseus

Fiesta

Admiral

Somerset Blue

Castaway

Rigel

Ionic Sky

Stingrey

Brushed Nickel

Odysseus

Lt Chandra

Rohdei

Somerset Blue

Admiral

Fiesta

Vermillion

Black

Nautic Grey

Black

Admiral

CASUAL WEAR
MIDLAYER / FLEECE

ARENITE JACKET

ARENITE HOODY

DELTA LT JACKET

COVERT CARDIGAN

Technical midlayer fleece jacket with a
textured face. The warmest fleece in the
Arc’teryx Essentials collection

Technical hooded midlayer fleece with a
textured face. The warmest fleece in the
Arc’teryx Essentials collection

Lightweight, compact, packable, fleece jacket

Clean, casual lines and technical Alpenex™
fleece performance combine in a fleece
jacket with wool sweater styling

SIZING

SIZING

XS–XL |

S–XXL

XS–XL |

SIZING
XS–XL |

S–XXL

SIZING

S–XXL

XS–XL |

XS–XXL *Also available: XXXL

Lt Chandra

Sangria

Brushed Nickel

Adriatic Blue

Black

Bourbon

Black

Oceanus

Black

Black

Marianas

Black

Fiesta

Legion Blue

Nightshadow

Aruna

Niagara

Odysseus

Lt Chandra

Madras

Vintage Ivory

Nautic Grey

Cherry Chocolate

Argent

Fiesta

Adriatic Blue

Niagara

Sangria

Oceanus

Vermillion

Niagara

Dark Moss

Fiesta

Odysseus

Violet Wine

Admiral

Pearl Sky

Black

Marianas

Black

Somerset Blue

Rooibos

Black

Ultramarine
Sangria

SHIRTS

CAPTIVE SS POLO

SKYLINE SS SHIRT

SKYLINE LS SHIRT

BALLARD SHIRT LS

Short sleeved polo combines moisture
wicking performance fabric with a
clean aesthetic

Short sleeve, easy care polyester shirt
with comfort stretch that packs easily

Long sleeve, easy care polyester shirt
with comfort stretch that packs easily

Tailored, casual button up shirt in a light,
airy cotton chambray fabric

SIZING

SIZING

SIZING

SIZING

S–XXL

S–XXL

S–XXL

*Also available: XXXL
*Only available in Men’s

*Only available in Men’s

Crest

Aramon

Vapour

Volcano

Caper

Oceanus

Black

Heron

Thistle

Crest

Black

XS–XXL

*Also available: XXXL
*Only available in Men’s

*Only available in Women’s

Black

Rishi

Denim

ACCESSORIES
PACKS / DUFFELS

BLADE 6 PACK

BLADE 20 PACK

CORDOVA PACK

Compact daypack with refined, clean
styling. Created to carry smaller laptops,
tablets and core essentials

Minimalist styled pack created to
carry daily tools for the digital world

Clean design and intelligent functionality for the
contemporary digital professional. Dedicated
padded pocket accommodates laptop and tablet
simultaneously. Utilizes two fabrics to optimize
durability and enhance contents’ protection

Aramon

Black

Aramon

Black

Nightshade

Legion Blue

Bengal Copper

FYX 9

CARRIER DUFFLE 40

Standard size carry-on luggage, fully
padded, durable and streamlined

Lightweight, highly water resistant
36L duffel bag

*Also available in 13

*Also available in 55 and 80

Black

Carbon Steel

Bombora
Rohdei

Black

Black

HATS / SCARVES

RHO LTW BEANIE

BIRD HEAD TOQUE

DIPLOMAT TOQUE

DIPLOMAT SCARF

Wool / elastane mix beanie, featuring
a double layered headband for warmth
and embroidered bird logo on the side

Stylish wool/acrylic mix toque
with large knitted bird logo

Merino wool toque with clean, minimal,
refined style

Merino wool scarf with a clean,
minimal, refined style

SIZING

SIZING

SIZING

SIZING

One size

One size

One size

One size

Brushed Nickel

Black

Odysseus/Dark Slate

Autobahn/Crest

Black

Autobahn/Crest

Black

Lt Chandra

Macaw

Sangria/Cardinal

Rosa/Aramon

Graphite

Rosa/Aramon

Carolinae

Oceanus/Niagara

Caper/Dark Moss

Carolinae

Caper/Dark Moss

Graphite

Blackbird
Chandra Purple/Ametrine
Nautic Grey/Rohdei
Somerset Blue/Songbird Blue
Violet Wine/Holi Pink

ARC’TERYX CORPORATE SALES PROGRAM
Our corporate sales program is focused on supporting your organization by
offering special corporate pricing for large volume orders providing highly detailed
customization services. We offer discounts depending on the size of your order.
Minimum order quantities of 15 units per model do exist for all group orders.
This can include men’s and women’s styles, and multiple colours. Contact us
today to learn more about availability, pricing and unique customization options.
Arc’teryx may provide samples upon request. Sample items require payment
by credit card (Visa or Mastercard) in advance, which will be fully be refunded
upon return. Samples must be returned unused within 30 days of receiving
them for a refund.
The methods of payment are Visa or Mastercard, cheque and wire transfer.
We do not accept AMEX.
Please note that all Corporate Purchases require 100% payment before delivery.
All orders through our corporate channel are final sales. Our experienced sales
team will work with you to ensure you find a product that best meets your needs,
however there will be no opportunity for returns or exchange. All products are
backed by our full warranty.
We may be able to offer custom built orders for orders with a minimum quantity
of 300–500 units, depending on which model is chosen. A special build typically
requires 9-12 months lead time. Our custom built items are based on existing
models, and can include: unique colour options not found on existing models
such as trim, fabric, logo, zippers and zipper pulls; 3M reflective heat transfers;
re-location or removal of the Arc’teryx Logo. Contact us today to discuss your
project specifications.

CONTACT US
Toll Free		
Phone		
Email		
Web		

877.340.2350
604.960.3001 ext.5002
corporatesales@arcteryx.com
corporate.arcteryx.comh

We are dedicated to producing the finest quality, most thoroughly engineered
outerwear, backpacks, harnesses, gloves, and accessories. We control quality at
every step of the design and manufacturing process. We proudly warranty every
product we make to be free of defects in materials and workmanship. If you ever
have a problem with an Arc’teryx product, contact us and we will repair or replace it.
The Arc’teryx Lifetime Warranty: Any defects in materials or workmanship are
covered for the lifetime of the product. Product damage through wear and tear,
neglect, or misuse will be repaired at a nominal charge. Call 1.888.326.9900 for
warranty assistance.
© COPYRIGHT 2015 ARC’TERYX EQUIPMENT, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
® ARC’TERYX AND ITS LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS OR ARC’TERYX, EQUIPMENT
ARC’TERYX PRODUCTS UTILIZE REGISTERED DESIGNS OF ARC’TERYX EQUIPMENT
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